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SUMMARY

Insect flight is a complex behavior that requires the
integration of multiple sensory inputs with flight
motor output. Although previous genetic studies
identified central brain monoaminergic neurons that
modulate Drosophila flight, neuro-modulatory cir-
cuits underlying sustained flight bouts remain unex-
plored. Certain classes of dopaminergic and octopa-
minergic neurons that project to the mushroom
body, a higher integrating center in the insect brain,
are known to modify neuronal output based on
contextual cues and thereby organismal behavior.
This study focuses on how monoaminergic modula-
tion of mushroom body GABAergic output neurons
(MBONs) regulates the duration of flight bouts. Octo-
paminergic neurons in the sub-esophageal zone
stimulate central dopaminergic neurons (proto-
cerebral anterior medial, PAM) that project to
GABAergicMBONs. Either inhibition of octopaminer-
gic and dopaminergic neurons or activation of
GABAergic MBONs reduces the duration of flight
bouts. Moreover, activity in the PAM neurons inhibits
the GABAergic MBONs. Our data suggest that disin-
hibition of the identified neural circuit very likely oc-
curs after flight initiation and is required to maintain
the ‘‘flight state’’ when searching for distant sites,
possibly related to food sources, mating partners,
or a suitable egg-laying site.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of flight enhanced the ability of insects to evade

predators, search for food or egg-laying sites, and escape

from unfavorable environmental conditions or predators. The

path and duration of insect flight is determined by the integration

of multiple sensory inputs and their coordination with the flight

motor circuit. Such integration occurs in discrete but connected

centers of the insect central brain [1, 2]. For instance, the insect

central complex (CC) plays an important role in integrating infor-

mation about heading direction and angular orientation of flight

[2] upon motion detection in the optic medulla [3], and different
regions of the CC, such as the fan-shaped body (FB), process vi-

sual information during flight [4]. In addition to the CC, flight is

also modulated by antennal mechanosensory neurons located

in the AMMC (antennal mechanosensory and motor center),

that receive inputs from Johnston’s organs and regulate wing

motor reflexes during flight [1, 5]. In honeybees, the mushroom

bodies also regulate flight [6, 7].

We have reported previously that flight bout durations are

reduced when Frizzled2 (Fz2)-mediated calcium signaling

is impaired in the central protocerebral anterior medial

(PAM) dopaminergic neurons (DANs) during pupal stages of

Drosophila development [8]. The function of PAM-DANs has pri-

marily been investigated in the context of olfactory learning and

memory, where they send reward as well as aversive signals,

based on appropriate olfactory cues to synapses in the mush-

room bodies (MBs)—another higher brain center [9–11]. Recent

studies have demonstrated that MBs also integrate the animal’s

internal state with extrinsic cues to modulate behavior [12]. Inte-

gration of extrinsic and intrinsic cues by the MB is done in the

neuropil regions formed by projections from MB intrinsic neu-

rons or the Kenyon cells (KCs). MBs are lobed structures con-

sisting of vertical (a and a’) and horizontal lobes (b, b’, and g),

which are further innervated by pre-synaptic terminals of

PAM-DANs and protocerebral posterior lateral 1 (PPL1) clusters

[13, 14] and dendrites of MB output neurons (MBONs). The

DANs induce heterosynaptic plasticity at the KC-MBON synap-

ses [12]. PAM-DAN activity can thus modulate synaptic outputs

of specific MB lobes. Based on the existing role of octopamine

(OA) in insect flight [15, 16], we hypothesized that, in the context

of flight too, PAM-DAN activity may be modulated by OA. OA is

analogous to vertebrate norepinephrine, and in de-afferented

locust and moth preparations, it very effectively evoked fictive

flight [17, 18]. Moreover, genetic disruption of octopaminergic

neurons in Drosophila reduces the duration of flight bouts [15],

and a class of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) for OA,

referred to as Oamb (octopamine receptors in mushroom

bodies) are strongly expressed on PAM neurons [19]. The

Oamb has so far been implicated in sleep and metabolism

[20], aggression [21], regulation of sugar consumption [22],

and ovulation [23].

Here, we show that octopaminergic inputs, including neurons

from the sub-esophageal zone (SEZ), activate PAM b’1 neurons,

which inhibit MBON-b’1 to maintain longer flight bouts. Our find-

ings support a model where GABAergic outputs fromMBON-b’1

help maintain the fly at rest. For longer flight bouts, such
Current Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019 ª 2018 Elsevier Ltd. 1
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inhibitory outputs from the MB require negative modulation by

dopamine, probably during acute flight.

RESULTS

Sustained Flight Requires an OA Receptor on Adult
Dopaminergic PAM Neurons
To investigate whether central PAM-DANs function during adult

flight, a recently developed genetic tool referred to as CaMPARI

(calcium-modulated photoactivatable ratiometric integrator) was

employed, where an irreversible conversion of green to red fluo-

rescent protein occurs when there is coincidence of experi-

menter-controlled UV light exposure with neuronal activity [24].

Flies expressing CaMPARI in PAM-DANs using the R58E02-

GAL4 [10] strain (henceforth referred to as PAM-DANs GAL4;

see Table S1) were exposed to UV light during air-puff-stimu-

lated flight. As controls, flies of the same genotypewere exposed

to UV without an air puff stimulus. Green to red fluorescence

shifts were observed in a subset of PAM neurons from dissected

brain samples, when UV exposure was coupled with air-puff-

stimulated flight (Figures 1A and 1B). Red to green fluorescence

ratios were significantly higher in flies with UV exposure as

compared to UV exposure of non-stimulated static flies (Fig-

ure 1C), indicating the presence of neuronal activity in some

PAM neurons during tethered flight.

Previous studies have identified OA as a modulator of insect

flight duration [15, 16], and it is well established that PAM neu-

rons receive octopaminergic inputs [9, 19]. Therefore, we tested

flight bout durations after knockdown of octopaminergic recep-

tors on PAM neurons. Significant deficits in flight bout durations

were observed by knockdown ofOamb andOctb1 receptor with

the PAM-DANs GAL4 strain (Figures 1D and S1A). Specificity of

Oamb and Oct b1 knockdown was confirmed by knockdown

with two or more independent RNAi strains (Figure S1A). More-

over, flight deficits were also observed in Oamb584, an Oamb-

null mutant [25] (Figure 1D), that were rescued to amodest extent

by overexpressing a transgene encoding Oamb in PAM neurons

(Figure S1B). Knockdown of the remaining OA receptors in PAM

neurons did not elicit significant flight deficits (Figure S1A). Sub-

sequent analyses focused on Oamb, the expression of which

is well documented in PAM neurons [19]. Deficits in flight

bout durations by Oamb knockdown in PAM-DANs were re-

confirmed with an independent strain, R76F05-GAL4 [26] (Fig-

ure 1D; Table S1).

To test the requirement of Oamb for acute flight,Oamb knock-

down in PAM neurons was limited to specific developmental

stages by the TARGET (temporal and regional gene expression

targeting) system where simultaneous expression of a GAL80ts

transgene allows RNAi expression at 29�C, but not at 18�C
[27]. Flight bouts were reduced significantly upon Oamb knock-

down in PAMneurons of adults (�200 s) as compared to controls

(�500 s; Figure 1E). Flies with larval and pupal knockdown of

Oamb displayed normal flight bouts (Figure S1C). Expression

of a hyperpolarizing potassium channel Kir2.1 [28] in adult

PAM neurons also resulted in a significant reduction of flight

bout durations, confirming that activity in PAM neurons supports

longer flight durations (Figures 1F and S1D). Neither expression

of Kir2.1 nor Oamb knockdown resulted in a decrease of

PAM-DAN cell numbers (Figures S1E and S1F).
2 Current Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019
OA Neuron Activity Is Required for Adult Flight and
Stimulates PAM-DANs
The adult requirement of Oamb suggests that flight bout dura-

tions are modulated by octopaminergic inputs to the PAM-

DANs. Previous studies have demonstrated that genetic ablation

of octopaminergic neurons reduces flight [15]. However, such

flight deficits could also have arisen from octopaminergic mod-

ulation of flight circuit development. Therefore, a requirement

for OA neuron activity during adult flight needed testing. For

this purpose, a temperature-sensitive mutant of the dynamin

ortholog, Shibirets (Shits), was expressed in octopaminergic neu-

ronsmarked by Tdc2-GAL4 (henceforth referred to asOA-GAL4)

[29]. The Shits transgene inactivates at 30�C, leading to a block in

synaptic vesicle recycling and thus synaptic function [30].

Expression of Shits in adult octopaminergic neurons followed

by a shift to the non-permissive temperature of 30�C significantly

reduced flight bout durations in OA>Shits (�250 s) as compared

to controls (�500 s; Figure 2A). A significant decrease in mainte-

nance of longer flight bouts was also observed by adult-specific

inactivation of OA neurons with Kir2.1 expressed using the

TARGET system (Figure 2B). Next, we expressedShits in octopa-

minergic neuronal subsets using available GAL4 drivers that

mark among others the ventral paired medial 4 (OA-VPM4)

neurons (see Table S1) [9, 13]. Inactivation of synaptic vesicle re-

cycling in neurons marked by MB113C-GAL4 (marks VPM4

neurons exclusively, henceforth referred to as VPM4-GAL4) re-

sulted in flight deficits comparable to those observed with other

subset GAL4s, whichmark neurons other than VPM4 (Figure 2A).

Thus, the OA-VPM4 neurons are required for maintenance of

longer flight bouts. However, inputs from other octopaminergic

neurons to the PAM cluster are also very likely required, because

significantly greater flight deficits were observed in OA-GAL4>

Shits flies as compared to VPM4-GAL4>Shits flies. Moreover, op-

togenetic activation of octopaminergic neurons in ex vivo brain

preparations by expression of a red shifted channelrhodopsin,

CsChrimson (UASChrimson) [31] evoked strong calcium tran-

sients in PAM neurons (PAM-DANs LexA>LexAopGCaMP6f;

Figures 2C–2E). Calcium transients were also elicited in PAM

neurons by activation of OA-VPM4 neurons (VPM4-GAL4). How-

ever, these signals were weaker as compared to activation of

entire octopaminergic neurons (OA-GAL4>UASChrimson; Fig-

ures 2C–2E). Therefore, PAM neurons receive octopaminergic

inputs from the VPM4 neurons, together with inputs from other

as yet unidentified OA neurons. Interestingly, axonal projections

of the VPM4 neurons (marked by synaptotagmin fused to GFP;

UASsyt::eGFP) [32] innervate large areas of the brain, including

the PAM cluster, as well as the ventral ganglion (VG), whereas

dendritic inputs to VPM4 (UASDenmark) [33] are restricted to re-

gions of the central brain and include the SEZ (Figure 2F). Phys-

ical proximity of octopaminergic and PAMneurons has also been

demonstrated earlier [9, 34].

Extended Flight Bouts Require Oamb on PAM-DANs that
Project to MB-b’1
The PAM neuronal cluster projects to various lobes of the MB, a

central brain neuropil region. Individual behavioral outputs are

dependent upon the activity in specific MB lobes. To understand

how dopaminergic PAM outputs influence flight bout durations,

strains thatmark subsets of PAMneurons and project to different



Figure 1. Adult Dopaminergic PAM Neurons Are Active during Flight and Require the Octopamine Receptor Oamb for Sustained Flight

(A) Relative position of the PAM neurons in a fly brain (top). PAM neurons are marked by GFP (PAM-DANs GAL4>UASmCD8GFP) and anti-TH antibody (bottom).

Scale bar, 10 mm. PAM neurons are shown at a higher magnification in the inset. Scale bar, 5 mm.

(B) Representative images of PAM neurons expressing the neural activity sensor CaMPARI with (top row) or without (bottom row) air-puff-stimulated flight.

Conversion of green (GFP) to red (RFP) fluorescence occurs when Ca2+ levels increase upon flight-stimulated neural activity and coincide with the presence of UV

light, as shown by the red cells (RFP) in the middle panel of the top row. Images are Z projects of selected confocal stacks to visualize the PAM neurons. Scale

bars, 10 mm.

(C) Boxplots depicting the ratio of Fred/Fgreen values from individual PAM cells (n R 250; N = 5 brains). The box limit indicates 25th to 75th percentiles; line and

square represent median and mean, respectively; whiskers represent SD; and open diamonds represent individual data points. **p < 0.01; one-way ANOVA;

compared between flight + UV and UV.

(D) Boxplots depicting air-puff-stimulated flight durations of flies withOamb knockdown in PAMneurons, withPAM-DANsGAL4 (R58E02-GAL4), a second PAM-

expressing strain R76F05-GAL4, and Oamb-null mutants. **p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare experimental genotypes with both the het-

erozygous parental controls; n R 25. ‘‘+’’ represents a wild-type allele in the parental control genotypes.

(E) Duration of flight bouts in flies with temporal knockdown of Oamb in PAM neurons. Stage-specific knockdowns were performed with the TARGET system by

temperature shift from 18�C (no knockdown) to 29�C (knockdown) for inactivation of the GAL80ts transgene driven by the tubulin promoter (tubGAL80ts).

(F) Inactivation of PAM neurons by adult expression of a hyperpolarizing potassium channel Kir2.1 for 5 days reduced the duration of flight bouts. **p < 0.01;

Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare experimental genotypes with both the parental controls; n R 25.

See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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lobes of theMBwere tested (PAM-MB) [13]. Flight bout durations

were measured in organisms with knockdown of Oamb in PAM

neurons projecting to the b’1, b’2, and g lobes of MB (Figure 3A).
A significant reduction in flight was observed by Oamb knock-

down in PAM neurons that project to MB-b’1 (PAM-b’1 GAL4

and PAM-b’1, b’2, gGAL4), whereas Oamb knockdown in either
Current Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019 3



Figure 2. OA Neuron Activity Is Required for

Adult Flight and Stimulates the PAM-DANs

(A) Flight deficits observed upon blocking synaptic

vesicle recycling by expression of a temperature-

sensitive dynamin mutant Shibirets (Shits) in all oc-

topaminergic neurons (OA-GAL4 or Tdc2-GAL4)

and in the indicated subsets of octopaminergic

neurons. 0891-GAL4marks some OA neurons in the

SEZ (including VPM4) and in the ventral ganglion

(OA-VG). *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; a Mann-Whitney

U test was used to compare the same genotypes

30�C and 22�C; n R 25.

(B) Inactivation of OA neurons by adult expression

of a hyperpolarizing potassium channel Kir2.1 for

5 days reduced the duration of flight bouts. **p <

0.01. For statistics, see Figure 1; n R 25.

(C) Representative images of calcium activity as

measured by increase in GCaMP6f fluorescence in

PAM neurons of the indicated genotypes. OA neu-

rons were optogenetically activated by red light after

30 s (indicated by a red line). Visible increase in

fluorescence was observed in cells marked with

white arrowheads by optogenetic activation of OA

neurons.

(D) Traces represent time series of normalized

GCaMP6f response (mean ± SEM) from PAM neu-

rons (n > 100; N R 5 brains).

(E) Quantification of area under the curve (AUC) from

(D). Boxplots and symbols are as described in Fig-

ure 1B. Different letters indicate statistically different

groups by one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc

Tukey’s test. p = 2.4 3 10�6 for AUC of control

versus OA-GAL4 and p = 0.011 for AUC of control

versus VPM4 GAL4 (or MB113C-GAL4). Numbers

below each boxplot indicate the total number of cells

imaged.

(F) Confocal images of axonal and dendritic pro-

jections of VPM4 neurons by expression of an

axonal (SyteGFP) and dendritic (Denmark) marker.

(i) Protocerebrum and (ii) ventral ganglion of

VPM4>UAS syt::eGFP, UAS Denmark flies are

shown. VPM4 cell bodies are shown by a white

arrow. (iii) Axonal projections from VPM4 reach

the PAM neurons counterstained with anti-TH

(magenta).

Scale bars, 10 mm. See also Table S1.
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PAM-b’2 (marked by PAM-b’2 GAL4) or g3 (marked by PAM-g3

GAL4) did not affect flight to a significant extent (Figure 3A). Simi-

larly, knockdown of Oamb in PAMneurons projecting to other re-

maining MB lobes did not elicit flight deficits (Figure S2A), sug-

gesting that the flight bout deficits arise from PAM projections

to the b’1 lobe. This idea was tested further by blocking synaptic

vesicle recycling with Shits in PAM-MBs and testing for flight

at a non-permissive temperature of 30�C. Flight deficits were

observed upon blocking synaptic vesicle recycling with Shits in

PAM-b’1 andPAM-b’1,b’2,g,whereas nodeficitswereobserved

by inactivation of synaptic vesicle recycling inPAM-b’2 andPAM-

g3 lobes (Figure 3B).However, thedefect observedwithPAM-b’1

was less severe as compared with PAM-b’1, b’2, g, possibly due

toadifference in the strengthof theGAL4drivers. Taken together,

these data suggest that neuronal activity in PAM-MB b’1, b’2, g
4 Current Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019
modulates flight bout durations, but the requirement for Oamb,

in the context of flight, is most likely specific to PAM-b’1. The

axonal projections of PAM-b’1 GAL4were confirmed as specific

to b’1 lobe of MB by expression of a pre-synaptic marker

UASSyt::eGFP, whereas dendritic projections were visualized

with UASDenmark (Figure 3C).

Tounderstandwhether octopaminergicmodulationofPAM-b’1

neurons is specific for flight or whether the effects are more gen-

eral, we measured other motor functions, such as male courtship

behavior andwalking activity by two independent assays. Knock-

down of Oamb in either a majority of PAM neurons (PAM-DANs>

Oamb-IR) or PAM-b’1 neurons (PAM-b’1>Oamb-IR) did not affect

the courtship bout number, mean bout duration, and total bout

duration to a significant extent (Figures S2B–S2D). Similarly, we

did not observe a significant change inwalking activity, measured



Figure 3. Octopaminergic Inputs for Long

Flight Bouts Are Received by PAM-DANs

that Project to MB b’1

(A) Flight bout durations observed by knockdown of

Oamb in the indicated PAM-DAN subsets. For sta-

tistics, see Figure 1; n R 25.

(B) Longer flight bouts are reduced significantly by

acute inactivation of synaptic vesicle recycling

(subset GAL4>Shits at 30�C) in PAM-b’1 neurons.

For statistics, see Figure 2; n R 25.

(C) Confocal images of axonal (left, GFP) and den-

dritic (middle, RFP) projections of PAM-b’1 neurons

(PAM-b’1>UASSyt::eGFP, UASDenmark). Axonal

projections of PAM-b’1 neurons reach the MB b’1

lobe as shown in the merge panel. Scale bars,

20 mm. PAM-DANGAL4 subsets used are described

in STAR Methods.

See also Figure S2.
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over a total of 45min, upon knockdown ofOamb in either all PAM

neurons (PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR) or PAM-b’1 neurons (PAM-b’1>

Oamb-IR; Figures S2E and S2F). Thus, octopaminergic modula-

tion of the PAM-b’1 neurons appear specific for flight and does

not affect othermotor behaviors requiring eitherwingor legmove-

ments, such as courtship and walking.

Activation of GABAergic MBON-b’1 Results in Shorter
Flight Bouts
The role of MB-b’1 output neurons (MBON-b’1), which are known

to be GABAergic [13], was tested next. Flight bout durations
C

decreasedsignificantly upon thermogenetic

activationofMBON-b’1 inadults, byexpres-

sion of dTrpA1, a temperature-activated

cation channel [35] (Figure 4A) driven

by MB078C-GAL4 (henceforth referred

to as MBON-b’1 GAL4). Optogenetic

activation of MBON-b’1 in adults either

with CsChrimson [31] or with a mutant

white-light-activated channelrhodopsin

(UASChR2XXL) [36] also decreased the

duration of flight bouts (Figures 4B and

S3A). Inhibition of MBON-b’1 by expression

of shibirets did not alter flight bouts to a

significant extent (Figure S3B). These data

indicate that, unlike inhibition of either

PAM-DANs (Figure 1F) or OA neurons (Fig-

ures 2A and 2B), MBON-b’1 inhibition per-

mits extended flight bouts, similar to the

controls. Interestingly, when flight bouts

were observed for the maximum duration

of flight upon optogenetic inhibition of

MBON-b’1, by expression of a light-acti-

vated chloride pump (halorhodopsin;

eNpHR2) [37], the median flight time

observed (�1,000 s) was similar between

control and experimental conditions (Fig-

ure S3C). These data suggest that inhibition

of the identifiedMBON-b’1 allowsflight bout

durations to the same extent as in controls.
Activation of PAM-DANs with CsChrimson also did not alter the

maximum flight durations of control and experimental animals

(Figure S3C). For flight bouts that last beyond the maximum time

observed in our experimental paradigms, it is likely that MBON-

b’1 output is integrated with sensory feedback from other neural

circuits. This requires further investigation. Neither activation nor

inhibition of another set of MBONs, g3 (MBON-g3 GAL4), caused

any flight deficits (Figures S3A and S3B), suggesting a specific

requirement of MBON-b’1 in regulating flight durations.

Thus, activation of b’1 GABAergic ONs reduced flight bout du-

rations, whereas inhibition of activity in the same ONs did not
urrent Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019 5



Figure 4. Flight Bout Durations Are Reduced

by Activation of GABAergic MBON-b’1 that

Projects to the SEZ

(A) Flight bout durations in flies upon thermogenetic

activation of MBON-b’1 by expression of TrpA1.

Boxplots and symbols are as described in Figure 1B.

**p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test as compared with

control TrpA1/+ at 30�C and the same genotype at

22�C; n R 25.

(B) Flight bout durations measured upon opto-

genetic activation of MBON-b’1 by expression of

Chrimson. Flies for this experiment were reared in

the dark until the time of testing, and experimental

flies were tested in red light for activation. As con-

trols, flies of the same genotype were tested in white

light. **p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test as compared

with both Chrimson/+ tested in red light and the

MBON-b’1>Chrimson in white light; n R 25.

(C) Representative image of axonal (green) and

dendritic projections (red) of MBON-b’1 neurons

(MBON-b’1>UASsyt::eGFP, UASDenmark).

(D) Confocal image of trans-synaptic partners of

MBON-b’1 identified by expression of trans-

TANGO. Pre-synaptic neurons appear green, and

post-synaptic regions appear red. Arrowheads

indicate regions of the brain in (E).

(E) Separate confocal stacks of post-synaptic

regions of MBON-b’1 as visualized by anti-RFP

staining of trans-Tango. (i) Fan-shaped body, (ii)

lateral accessory lobe, and (iii) prow region of ante-

rior SEZ are shown.

Scale bars indicate 10 mm. The MBON-b’1 GAL4

used corresponds to MB078C-GAL4. See also

Figure S3.
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affect flight, suggesting that increasing GABA release from

MBON-b’1 by their activation decreases the duration of flight

bouts. Syt::eGFP, Denmark staining of MBON-b’1 GAL4 reveals

that these MB-ONs project to the SEZ in the protocerebrum of

Drosophila brain (Figure 4C). Further, we identified trans-synap-

tic partners of MBON- b’1 by the trans-TANGO method [38]. As

compared to controls, anti-RFP staining for trans-TANGO was

observed in the fan-shaped body of the central complex, the

lateral accessory lobe, and prow region of the anterior SEZ (Fig-

ures 4D, 4E, S3D, and S3E). These data suggest that GABAergic

inhibitory outputs from b’1 modulate sensorimotor outputs from

SEZ and parts of the central complex.

Activation of PAM-DANs Reduces Ca2+ Transients in the
GABAergic MBONs of the b’1 Lobe
Both inhibition of PAM-DANs (Figure 1F) and activation of

GABAergic MBON-b’1 (Figures 4A, 4B, and S3A) resulted in

reduced flight bout durations. Based on these data, we hypoth-

esized that long flight bouts require OA-stimulated activity in

PAM-DANs that in turn inhibits GABAergic MBON-b’1. To test

this hypothesis, PAM-DANs were optogenetically activated

with red light (PAM-DANs GAL4>UASChrimson) and Ca2+

transients were monitored in MBON-b’1 (R30C01-LexA>

LexAopGCaMP6f) from ex vivo adult brain explants (Figures 5A

and 5B). Upon optogenetic activation of PAM-DANs expressing
6 Current Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019
CsChrimson, a significant decrease in the intensity of baseline

Ca2+ transients were observed in MBON-b’1 as compared to

controls (Figures 5C–5E). Thus, activation of PAM-DANs evoked

by CsChrimson inhibits the activity of MBON-b’1. Taken

together, these data support the idea that maintenance of flight

bout durations requires OA-stimulated dopamine release for

inhibition of activity in GABAergic outputs from MBONs of the

b’1 lobe.

Oamb Knockdown in PAM-DANs Affects Free Flight
To assess the relevance of the observed deficits during tethered

flight in the context of free flight, we tested flight of PAM-DANs>

Oamb knockdown flies in a wind tunnel. An appetitive odor

(apple cider vinegar) was placed on a high-contrast object at

one end of the wind tunnel. Flies starved for 12 hr were released

in batches of ten from one end of thewind tunnel, with the air flow

from the opposite direction, to ensure that an appetitive odor

plume traverses toward the introduced flies (Figure 6A; for de-

tails, see STAR Methods). Flies were released at time t = 0 s

but were video recorded only from the time they entered the

area of capture (AOC) (Figure 6A). Single fly trajectories for two

wild-type and two PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR knockdown flies are

shown in Figure 6B, where the trajectories on the right show flies

that landed at the odor source, whereas the trajectories on the

left show flies that did not land at the odor source. Additional



Figure 5. Activation of PAM-DANs Reduces

Ca2+ Transients in GABAergic MBONs of the

b’1 Lobe

(A and B) Cartoon representing (A) simultaneous

optogenetic activation of PAM-DANs and imaging

of calcium responses from MBON-b’1 marked by

(B) R30C01-LexA>LexAop-GCaMP6f. Calcium re-

sponses were measured from cells within the inset.

Scale bar, 10 mm.

(C) Representative images of changes in calcium

activity as measured by GCaMP6f fluorescence

in MBON-b’1 cells from control (top row) and

experimental (bottom row) genotypes evoked upon

optogenetic activation of PAM-DANs expressing

Chrimson. PAM-DANs were activated with red light

(indicated by a red line), and GCaMP6f fluorescence

was measured at the indicated time points.

(D) Traces represent time series of normalized

GCaMP6f responses (mean ± SEM) fromMBON-b’1

of the indicated genotypes upon stimulation with red

light.

(E) Quantification of area under the curve from (D).

Different letters represent p < 0.05 (one-way ANOVA

followed by post hoc Tukey’s test). Boxplots and

symbols are as described in Figure 1B. Numbers

below each boxplot indicate the number of cells

imaged from at least 5 brains. The PAM-DANs GAL4

used is R58E02-GAL4.
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representative single-fly trajectories from a single trial of 10 flies

for both wild-type (CS) and PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR are shown in

Figure S4. When flies with knockdown of Oamb in the PAM-

DANs (PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR) were released in the wind tunnel,

a significantly smaller number of flies landed at the odor source

(Figure 6C). Total flight duration and the number of flight trajec-
C

tories observed in the AOC were signifi-

cantly reduced in Oamb knockdowns as

compared to controls (Figures 6D and

6E), indicating an inability of PAM-

DANs>Oamb-IR to enter the AOC and fly

to the odor source in the wind tunnel. This

could potentially be due to their inability

to fly for periods of greater than 300 s,

as observed in the tethered flight assay

(Figure 1C).

Next, we tested the odor-sensing ability

of flies with Oamb knockdown in PAM neu-

rons. The response of control and experi-

mental animals to three different odors

appeared similar, demonstrating that the

reduced number of landings in PAM-

DANs>Oamb-IR flies is not due to defective

odor sensing (Figure S5A). Because cam-

eras in the wind tunnel cover only the last

25 cm of the flight path, initiation of flight is

notmonitored, and an alternate explanation

for fewer flies reaching the odor source

is that PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR flies fail to

initiate flight in the wind tunnel. Therefore,

we measured the time taken by PAM-

DANs>Oamb-IR flies to initiate flight in the
absence of an air puff stimulus and compared this with controls.

No significant differences between experimental and control ge-

notypes were observed (Figure S5B), indicating that initiation of

flight occurs normally in PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR flies. We also

considered the possibility that PAM-DANs>Oamb-IR flies are

not motivated to reach the odor source because their metabolic
urrent Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019 7



Figure 6. Odor Tracking during Free Flight Is Attenuated in Flies with Oamb Knockdown in the PAM-DANs

(A) Schematic representation of a wind tunnel used for testing the ability of flies to land on an odor source after free flight. Two cameras mounted above the wind

tunnel can film flies in real time once they enter in the shaded area. Ten flies are introduced for a single trial, and 10 trials were conducted for each genotype (for

details, see STAR Methods).

(B) Representative single-fly trajectories of flies that either landed on the object at distance 0 cm (ii and iv) or flew toward the odor source but did not land (i and iii).

Dashed line at 0 cm indicates the odor source, and arrowheads indicate landing. Flies were introduced at time t = 0 s and were video recorded once they enter the

area of capture (AOC).

(C) Boxplot with quantification of the number of flies that landed per trial (**p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test as compared with all three control genotypes).

(D) Boxplot representing the summated flight duration of 10 flies per trial in the AOC (**p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test).

(E) Boxplot with quantification of the number of flight trajectories obtained in the area captured by the cameras, per trial of 10 flies (**p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney

U test). Diamonds represent values from individual trials (see STAR Methods). Error bars represent SD in (C)–(E). The PAM-DANs GAL4 used is R58E02-GAL4.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
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demands are reduced and, therefore, despite the starvation

period, they are not hungry. However, in two independent feeding

assays, these flies fed normally, suggesting that their metabolic

demands upon starvation are no different from controls (Figures

S5C and S5D). Thus, Oamb is required in PAM-DANs for normal

odor-guided free flight in semi-natural conditions and theabsence

of octopaminergic inputs to the PAM-DANs results in flies with

reduced durations of flight bouts after normal flight initiation.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we describe a neural circuit where octopaminergic

inputs, which include neurons in the SEZ, activate a subset of
8 Current Biology 29, 1–11, January 21, 2019
flight-promoting PAM-DANs that project to the MB-b’1 lobe.

Output from MB-b’1 lobe is known to be GABAergic [13]. Inhibi-

tion of PAM-DAN inputs to the b’1 lobe (Figure 3B) and activation

of b’1 GABAergic outputs (Figures 4A, 4B, and S3A) reduce the

duration of flight bouts. Moreover, Ca2+ imaging experiments

demonstrate that activation of the PAM-DANs inhibits activity

of GABAergic MBON-b’1 (Figures 5C–5E). It is known that mod-

ulation of Kenyon cell and MB-ON synapses by dopamine can

alter their synaptic strength over tens of seconds in either posi-

tive or negative directions, depending on the context [12]. Our

data support a circuit where octopaminergic inputs to PAM-

DANs reduce inhibitory GABAergic outputs of MBONs to central

brain centers that process visual (FB), gustatory (SEZ), and other
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inputs. The identified circuit thus very likely helps integrate mul-

tiple sensory cues to sustain longer flight bouts.

Flight Bout Durations Could Be Potentiated by Sensory
Feeding Inputs from SEZ-OA to PAM-DANs
Among multiple octopaminergic inputs to PAM-DANs, we have

focused on four pairs of SEZ neurons, referred to as the OA-

VPM4 (Figure 2A). Frommarking the axonal (Syt::eGFP) and den-

dritic (DenMark) domains of OA-VPM4 neurons, it is clear that

they receive inputs primarily from regions near the SEZ, whereas

they send information to regions across the brain, including the

VG (Figure 2F). The OA-VPM4 neurons have recently been impli-

cated in promoting feeding initiation [39]. In honeybees, electri-

cal stimulation of deep SEZ with high current intensity initiated

flight [40]. Although the precise sensory inputs to the OA neurons

remain unclear, the SEZ receives proprioceptive information

regarding feeding from the head, the mouth cavity, and the trunk

[41] aswell asmechanosensory inputs from thoracic bristles, eye

bristles, wings, and halteres [42]. Moreover, in the SEZ, the adult

gnathal ganglion receives inputs from descending neurons that

connect to the wing and leg neuropil regions in the ventral nerve

cord [43]. Based on these data, we speculate that OA-VPM4

neurons in the SEZ receive a range of sensory information that

includes availability of food sources and food intake, and

together, such inputs to the OA-VPM4 interneurons help main-

tain the fly’s ‘‘flight state’’ by stimulation of the PAM-DANs.

Long Flight Bouts Require Activity in a Subset of PAM-
DANs
Although activity in PAM neurons has previously been implicated

in the maintenance of flight [8], we now show that PAM neurons

are indeed active during flight (Figures 1A and 1B). Among

the �100 PAM neurons observed per brain hemisphere in

Drosophila, neural activity was apparent in a subset, suggesting

that not all PAM neurons regulate flight. Though selective activa-

tion of PAM neurons by flight may be attributed to unequal pene-

tration of UV light through the adult cuticle, this is unlikely, given

that, in subsequent experiments, we demonstrate that flight def-

icits are related to a subset of PAM-DANs (Figure 3A). Knock-

down of both the Oamb and Octb1 receptors in PAM neurons re-

sulted in flight deficits (Figures 1C and S1A), suggesting that OA

influences PAM-DAN activity through multiple inputs. The ability

of PAM-DANs to permit spatially restricted potentiation or

depression of KC-MBON neurotransmission in vivo [12] sug-

gests that the identified neural circuit might be active in the nat-

ural environment in real time, as, for example, when the fly is un-

able to find food by walking and therefore needs to fly and

integrate appetitive odors with visual cues in search of a food

source. Our free flight experiments support this hypothesis

(Figure 6).

Activity in PAM-DANs Reduces GABA Release from
MBONs to Support Longer Flight Bouts
In addition to olfactory learning and memory [13], MBs modulate

satiation-state-dependent foraging [44], mating behavior [45],

startle-induced negative geotaxis [46], and flight [6, 8]. In the

context of flight, how and which lobes of the MB regulate bout

durations has been unclear. In this study, we show that PAM-

dopaminergic (DA) inputs to the MB-b’1 lobe inhibit activity of
GABAergic ONs (Figure 5). We propose that, in the absence

of OA inputs to PAM-DA, the intrinsic baseline activity of

GABAergic MBON-b’1 promotes the state of rest and thus pre-

vents longer flight bouts. DA release from OA-stimulated PAMs

inhibits the GABAergic b’1 MB-ONs and shifts the fly toward

the flight state, allowing for longer flight bout durations (Figures

4A and 5C–5E).

Dopaminergic modulation of flight most likely occurs through

dopamine receptors (DopRs) present on either the MB-ONs or

the KCs. Both Dop1R1 and Dop1R2 are highly expressed in

KC-MB [47, 48]. We have previously shown that knockdown of

Dop1R2 in KC-a’, b’ lobes and inhibition of KC-a’, b’ using

Shibirets resulted in flight deficits, whereas knockdown of

Dop1R1 did not [8]. OA-stimulated dopamine release from

PAM-b’1 thus very likely activates the KC>MBON-b’1 inhibitory

synapses through Dop1R2.

Several recent studies agree with such a circuit. For example,

activation of octopaminergic VPM4 neurons decreased GCaMP

responses in MBON-g1pedc>a/b neurons [49] and activation of

PAM-DANs decreased Ca2+ transients in MBON-g4 in vivo [12].

In addition to MB-b’1, recent data from our group demonstrate

neuropeptidergic modulation of other central DANs (PPL1) that

project to the vertical MB lobes and also regulate duration of

flight bouts [50]. Perhaps, in a fly’s natural environment, different

classes of sensory stimuli are received by separate DANs,

modulating the outputs of distinct MB lobes. Synapses between

the Kenyon cells and MB-ONs may thus act as a ‘‘switchboard,’’

where multiple sensory signals are interpreted based on the in-

ternal state of the fly to drive relevant motor outputs [12].

Modulation of flight behavior by the MB has also been

observed in honeybees, where flight orientation is accompanied

by transcription of activity-dependent genes in the MB [6].

Another study showed that foraging frequency is associated

with MB neuron activity [7], supporting the idea that the MBs

integrate food search with flight behavior in honeybees too. In

the mammalian context, it may be speculated that MB action

is similar to the basal ganglia, which functions like an action se-

lection center based on cues from different sensory parts of the

brain [51]. The MBONs could thus be similar to the GABAergic

output nuclei of the basal ganglia with a high tonic activity at

rest.When explorative locomotion is the action selected by basal

ganglia, activity in the GABAergic neurons decreases, which in

turn relieves the inhibition of downstream neurons in the mesen-

cephalic locomotor region [52]. During rest, GABA released from

the MBONs might inhibit neuronal inputs to downstream neu-

rons, in this case, most likely neurons of the flight central pattern

generator that control activity of the flight motoneurons, thus in-

hibiting flight. When flight needs to be maintained for a longer

period, the appropriate sensory stimuli relieve this GABAergic

inhibition, resulting in longer durations of flight.
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Anti-GFP (chick) Abcam Cat#13970; RRID: AB_300798

Anti-RFP (rabbit) Rockland Immunochemicals, Inc. Cat#600-401-379; RRID: AB_2209751

Anti- TH (mouse) ImmunoStar Cat#22941; RRID: AB_572268
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Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L), Alexa Fluor 633 Thermo Fischer Scientific Cat# A-21052; RRID: AB_2535719

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L), Alexa Fluor 594 Thermo Fischer Scientific Cat#A-11037; RRID: AB_2534095

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Low melt Agarose Invitrogen Cat#16520-100

All trans retinal Sigma-Aldrich Cat#R2500

Apple cider vinegar Zeta Food Products, Stockholm, Sweden N/A

Bromophenol blue Sigma Cat#B-5525

Chromotrope FB Sigma Cat#214515

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Canton S Wild type N/A

R58E02 GAL4 (PAM-DANs GAL4) Serge Birman [10]

UAS CaMPARI BDSC BDSC_58761

R76F05 GAL4 BDSC BDSC 41305

UAS Oamb-IR VDRC VDRC 2861

Oamb584 Scott Waddell [25]

Tub GAL80ts; R58E02 GAL4 This study N/A

UAS Oamb-IR; Tub GAL80ts This study N/A

Tub GAL80ts Albert Chiang NCBS, Bangalore

UAS Kir2.1 BDSC BDSC_6595

Tub GAL80ts; UAS Kir2.1 This study N/A

UAS Shits T. Kitamoto [30]

Tdc2 GAL4 (OA-GAL4) BDSC [29] BDSC_9313

0891 GAL4 Scott Waddell [9]

MB022B GAL4 Split Gal4 collection, Janelia [13]

MB113C GAL4 (VPM4-GAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

R58E02 LexA (PAM-DANs LexA) [10] BDSC_52740

LexAopGCaMP6f BDSC BDSC_44277

UAS Chrimson BDSC BDSC_55136

R58E02 LexA::LexAopGCaMP6f; UAS Chrimson This Study N/A

UAS SyteGFP,DenMark BDSC BDSC_33065

MB196B GAL4 (PAM-b’1, b’1, gGAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

MB025B GAL4 (PAM-b’1GAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

MB056B GAL4 (PAM-b’2GAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

MB441B GAL4 (PAM-g3GAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

UAS TrpA1 BDSC BDSC_26263

MB078C GAL4 (MBON-b’1GAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

UAS eNpHR2 Leslie Griffith [37]

UAS myrGFP, QUAS TdTomato; Trans -Tango Michael Rosbash [38]

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

UAS myrGFP, QUAS TdTomato Michael Rosbash [38]

UAS mCD8GFP BDSC BDSC_5130

R30C01 LexA BDSC BDSC_53652

LexAopGCamp6f; UAS Chrimson This study N/A

R30C01 LexA; R58E02 GAL4 This study N/A

UAS Oamb RNAi (3856R-1(III) NIG NIG_3856 R-1(III)

UAS Oct b1R RNAi NIG NIG_6919 R-2(II)

UAS Oct b1R RNAi NIG NIG_6919 R-3(III)

UAS Oct b1R RNAi VDRC VDRC_47896

UAS Oct b2R RNAi VDRC VDRC_104050

UAS Oct b2R RNAi VDRC VDRC_104524

UAS Oct TyrR RNAi VDRC VDRC_26876

UAS Oct TyrR RNAi VDRC VDRC_26877

UAS Oct b3R RNAi VDRC VDRC_9068

UAS Oct b3R RNAi VDRC VDRC_101189

R58E02 GAL4::oamb584 This study N/A

UAS Oamb K3 David J Anderson [21]

UAS Oamb K3; oamb584 This study N/A

UAS Chr2XXL Georg Nagel [36]

MB110C GAL4(MBON-g3GAL4) Split GAL4 collection, Janelia [13]

Software and Algorithms

Origin 7.5 MicroCal, Origin Lab, Northampton, MA, USA N/A

MATLAB The MathWorks Inc., Natick, NJ N/A

Fiji Open access [53] (RRID:SCR_002285)

Boris Open access [54]

Please cite this article in press as: Manjila et al., Extended Flight Bouts Require Disinhibition from GABAergic Mushroom Body Neurons, Current
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Gaiti

Hasan (gaiti@ncbs.res.in).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Fly strains
Drosophila strains were grown on standard cornmeal media supplemented with yeast at 25�C unless otherwise specified under a

12:12 hr light:dark (10am:10pm) cycle.

The following stocks were kind gifts from various members of the fly community as mentioned. R58E02 GAL4 (PAM-DANs GAL4)

and R58E02 LexA (PAM-DANs LexA) [10] were from Serge Birman (CNRS, ESPCI Paris Tech, France); UAS Shits [30] was from Toshi

Kitamoto (University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA); UAS Oamb K3 [21] was from David J Anderson (California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, CA); 0891 GAL4 and Oamb584 [9] were from Scott Waddell (University of Oxford, Oxford); UAS Chr2XXL [36] was from

Georg Nagel (University Wurzburg); UASmyrGFP, QUAS TdTomato; Trans -Tangowas fromMichael Rosbash (Brandeis University),

UAS eNpHR2 was from Leslie Griffith (Brandeis University). The GAL80ts strain with two inserts of tubP-GAL80ts was generated by

Albert Chiang, NCBS, Bangalore, India.

UAS CAMPARI (BL 58761), UAS Kir2.1 (BL 6595), Tdc2 GAL4 (OAGAL4) (BL 9313), UAS Chrimson (BL 55136), LexAop GCaMP6f

(BL 44277),UAS SyteGF,DenMark (BL 33065),UAS TrpA1 (BL 26263), R30C01 LexA (BL 53652), UASmCD8GFP (BL 5130), R76F05

GAL4 (BL 41305) were obtained from Bloomington stock center (Indiana University).

RNAi strains for Oamb (2861) (Figure 1C), Oct b1R (47896), Oct b2R (104050, 104524), Oct TyrR (26876, 26877), Oct b3R (9068,

101189) were obtained from Vienna Drosophila Stock Center (VDRC, http://www.vdrc.at).

UAS Oamb RNAi (3856 R-1(III)), UAS Oct b1R RNAi (6919 R-2(II), 6919 R-3(III)) were obtained from NIG.

Split GAL4 strainsMB113CGAL4 (VPM4GAL4),MB022BGAL4,MB196BGAL4 (PAM-b’1, b’1, gGAL4),MB025BGAL4 (PAM-b’1

GAL4), MB056B GAL4 (PAM-b’2 GAL4), MB441B GAL4 (PAM-g3 GAL4), MB213B GAL4 (PAM-b1, b2 GAL4), MB188B GAL4
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(PAM-b’1, g3, g4 GAL4), MB316 GAL4 (PAM- b’2,g4 GAL4), MB312 GAL4 (PAM-g4 GAL4), MB078C GAL4 (MBON-b’1 GAL4),

MB110C GAL4 (MBON-g3 GAL4) were obtained from Janelia split-GAL4 Driver collection [13].

METHOD DETAILS

Single Flight Assay
Flies of either sex were aged for 3-5 days and tested for flight as explained in detail [55]. Briefly, flies were anaesthetized on ice for a

short period (�5min) and tethered between their head and thorax using a thin metal wire and nail polish. Upon recovery, a gentle

mouth blown air-puff was given and the flight duration was recorded using a stop watch. Flight durations were recorded for a

maximum of 15 min (unless otherwise specified) for R 25 individual flies in batches of 10 or less. The choice of 15 min is based

on observing flight times of wild-type flies till they stop flying voluntarily, for which the median is 650 s. All control genotypes consist

of GAL4 and UAS strains crossed to the wild-type strain, Canton S. Flight times are plotted as boxplots using Origin software

(OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Each box represents 25th to 75th percentile, solid squares represent the mean and the horizontal

line in each box represents the median. Individual data points are represented as open diamonds. For Shits and TrpA1 experiments,

tethered flies were monitored for flight at the temperature mentioned in each figure. For Kir2.1 experiments, after 2 days of eclosion

flies were transferred into an incubator at 29�C for 5 days and then tested. For Chrimson and eNpHR2 experiments, all experimental

and control genotypes were reared in the dark in media supplemented with 2mM all-trans Retinal (ATR) and were tested in red light

and green light respectively, as shown in the figures.

Calcium imaging with CAMPARI
Tethered flies (R58E02>CaMPARI) were exposed to a 405nm laser with light intensity of�1W/cm 2 at the focal plane for a cumulative

300 s. Experimental flies were given an air-puff, to initiate flight, coupled with UV light (405nm), whereas control flies were exposed to

UV light in the absence of an air puff. Brains were dissected subsequently and mounted in PBS. Confocal images were acquired as

image stacks of appropriate channels (488 nm and 543 nm) on an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus Corporation,

Tokyo, Japan) using a 20X objective. Images were combined and visualized as three-dimensional projections using the FV10-

ASW 1.3 viewer (Olympus Corporation). For intensity measurements, cells and an appropriate background region weremarked using

a region of interest (ROI) selection plugin in Fiji. Intensity per cell was calculated, after subtracting the background. Intensity values

were calculated for each cell in the GFP channel (Fgreen). The same ROIs were overlaid on images acquired using the 543 nm laser to

calculate cell intensities in the red channel (Fred). The intensity was calculated as the ration of Fred to Fgreen for each brain sample

irrespective of the treatment. Ratios of Fred to Fgreen are depicted as boxplots for both air puff stimulated fliers and static controls

(OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Each box represents 25th to 75th percentile, solid squares represent the mean and the horizontal

line in each box represents the median. Individual cells are represented as open diamonds. A minimum of 5 flies were tested for

experimental and control genotypes.

Ex-vivo imaging of adult brains
Adult brains were dissected in adult hemolymph like (AHL) saline [56] and embedded in �10ul of low melt agarose (Invitrogen) with

anterior facing the coverslip. Brains were bathed in 100 mL of AHL. Imageswere acquired as a time series on an XY plane at an interval

of 2sec using a 20X objective on an Olympus FV1000 inverted confocal microscope (Olympus Corp., Japan). For optogenetic stim-

ulation of Chrimson, a 633nm laser line was used, while simultaneously acquiring GCaMP6f fluorescence images with a 488nm laser

line to measure changes in Ca2+. At least 5 independent brain preparations were used for all live imaging experiments and the exact

number of cells imaged are indicated in the figures.

Raw fluorescence data were extracted from the marked ROIs using a time series analyzer plugin in Fiji. DF/F was calculated using

the following formula for each time point (t): DF/F = (Ft-F0)/F0, where F0 is the average basal fluorescence of the first 10 frames. Area

under the curve were calculated in Microsoft Excel and values are depicted as boxplots (OriginLab, Northampton, MA).

Immunohistochemistry
Immunostaining was performed on dissected adult CNS (3-4 days old unless otherwise specified) as previously described [57].

Briefly, adult brains with ventral ganglia were dissected in cold 1x PBS and samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 1x

PBS for 40 min at 4�C. They were washed 3-4 times with 0.3% Triton-X in 1x PBS (PTX) and blocked in blocking solution (5%Normal

goat serum in PTX) for 2 hr at room temperature. Following overnight incubation with the appropriate primary antibodies at 4�C, 3-4
washes were performed in PTX and the samples were incubated in appropriate secondary antibodies for 2 hr at room temperature.

Primary antibodies were used at the following dilutions: chick anti-GFP (1:8000, #13970, Abcam), mouse anti-TH (1:50, #22941,

ImmunoStar), rabbit anti-RFP (1:500, #600-401-379, Rockland). Secondary antibodies were all used at a dilution of 1:400 as follows:

anti-chick Alexa Fluor 488 (# A-11039, Thermo Fischer Scientific), anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568 (# A-11011, Thermo Fischer Scientific),

anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 633 (# A-21052, Thermo Fischer Scientific), anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 594 (#A11037, Thermo Fischer Scientific).

Confocal images were acquired with either a 40X or a 60X objective on a FV1000 or a FV3000 confocal microscope and visualized

using a FV10-ASW 4.0 viewer (Olympus) or Fiji.
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Courtship assay
Tests were performed with 40 pairs of flies. Each pair consisted of an intact male and a decapitated female. All the flies tested were

5-7 days old and were reared in an incubator with 12 hr dark:light cycle from 8am to 8pm. Assays were performed between 10am -

11.30am on 5 consecutive days. Each single male was aspiratedwithout anesthesia into the observation chamber of 1.6cm3 andwas

allowed to acclimatize for 10 min before the female was introduced. Observations were made for a duration of 300sec for each pair.

Courtship videoswere obtianed using a video camera coupled with aMacIntoshMacBook Air computer andwere analyzed using the

open Boris software. Bout number, mean bout duration and total bout duration were plotted using Origin software (OriginLab, North-

ampton, MA) (Figures S2B–S2D).

Locomotor assay
Locomotor assays were performed between 10am - 11.30am as described previously [58]. Briefly, locomotor activity of singly

housed males (3-4 days old) was monitored in a circular chamber of diameter of �4cm. Each fly was introduced into a chamber

and allowed to acclimatize for 5 min. A pattern of lines was drawn under the assay chamber and the total number of times lines

were crossed by each fly, was monitored for a duration of 10 s. For each experiment, four single flies were sequentially observed

for five periods of 10sec, every 2min. The entire experiment was repeated after a duration of 45 min with the same set of flies in

the same chamber in order to check for the effect of fatigue, because the flies tested were starved for the entire duration of exper-

iment that lasted for 45 min. Total locomotor activity or Locomotor Activity Units were plotted as the sum of total number of lines

crossed by each fly over a duration of 50 s, monitored in bins of 10 s. LAU45min represents the results obtained in the experiment

performed with the same flies after 45 min. Locomotor activity at 0 min (LAU0min) and the ratio of locomotor activity of 45 min to

0 min (LAU45min / LAU0min) were plotted using Origin software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) (Figures S2E and S2F). A minimum

of 20 flies were tested for each genotype.

Free flight tracking in a wind tunnel
Experiments were performed with 3-5 days old flies during the light cycle (10am to 11.30am) in order to coincide with the flies’ photo-

period. The flies were starved overnight in a damp chamber for 12 hr prior to the experiment in order to increase their motivation to

forage.

The chamber of the custom-made wind tunnel used is 28cm x 28cm x 120cm [59]. Part of the wind tunnel was calibrated for im-

aging flies using two cameras that overlooked the wind tunnel and a predefined scale. The sides and base of the working section in

the wind tunnel were covered with white sheets of paper to enhance contrast with respect to the background. Wind tunnel illumina-

tion for tracking the flies are as described in [59]. The average illumination within the chamber was �350 lux, as measured by a light

meter (Center 337 light meter).

During the experiment, a 10 mL drop of apple cider vinegar was placed on a black bead and used as the odor source. The black

beadwas glued to a transparent glass capillary (10cm tall and 1mm thick) placedwithin a small Plexiglas holder. This odor sourcewas

introduced in the wind tunnel with a low speed laminar air flow of 0.1 m/s. After the odor source was placed in the chamber and the

wind turbines started, ten flies of a particular genotype were released simultaneously from one end that was opposite to the odor

source and the timer was started. Flight trajectories were filmed with two Basler cameras (acA640-120 gm GigE) at 120 frames

per second for 10 min and processed by Trackit 3-D [60] software, and the time taken for each fly to land was noted. After 10 min

the recording was stopped and all the flies were flushed out of the wind tunnel. The same flies were never used for repeated exper-

iments. The raw 3D co-ordinates were processed and fly trajectories were plotted using custom written MATLAB (License number

1122786; host ID: A4BADB34D85C) codes. These codes are available on request. Boxplots and bar graphs for landing were plotted

in Origin software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA)

Odor sensitivity assay
5-day old males were individually maintained in a fresh food vial since adult emergence. 16 hr before the test, each male was kept in

an empty glass vial containing only a humid filter paper (ø = 19 mm with 0.6 mL pure water). Tests were always performed between

9am and 1pm. After a brief anesthesia on ice, individual males were individually introduced into the straight arm of a Y-shape olfac-

tometer made by a small glass vial. This arm is connected via the dividing arms of the olfactometer to an empty glass vial, each one

containing a small filter paper (ø = 11mm) impregnated with the tested substance. In the case of plain food, filter papers were incu-

bated overnight at 25�C in fresh food vials [61]. For the other substances (acetic acid, ethyl acetate, pure water), small filter papers

were added with 50 mL just before the test. Acetic acid and ethyl acetate were diluted in distilled water at 2.5% and 0.1%, respec-

tively, according to previous studies [62, 63]. The test was performed over a 120-min period under far-red light (LED bulbs). After the

test start, the position of the fly in the device was noted every 10min relative to the arm chosen. Flies from all genotypes were simul-

taneously tested, and each substance was tested over several days. Significant differences between genotypes were determined

with a Fisher’s exact test.

Flight initiation assay
Flight initiation by 3-4 days old male flies was monitored in a transparent plexiglass chamber of dimensions 25cm 3 25cm3 25cm.

A single male fly was allowed to climb a thin transparent tube (3.5cm height and 3mm diameter) kept vertically at the bottom of

the chamber. Once the fly reached the tip of the tube the time taken to initiate flight was measured for a maximum of 10 min. The
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experiment was repeated with a minimum of 30 flies per genotype to be tested. Initiation data were plotted using Origin software

(OriginLab, Northampton, MA).

CAFE assay
The CAFÉ assay was performed as described previously with minor modifications [64]. Culture plates with 24 wells (#351147, Corn-

ing) and with small holes at the bottom of each well for aeration were lined with a thin layer of wet filter paper cut to the diameter of the

well to ensure sufficient humidity. Calibrated glass micropipettes (5 mL, #P0549, Sigma) were filled with 0.5 mL of liquid food, consist-

ing of Sucrose 0.27 g, yeast extract 0.18 g and 300 mL of 0.5% bromophenol blue in 4.7 mL of double distilled water, by capillary

action. To monitor food intake a 4 days old single male fly was introduced into one well and a capillary with food was suspended

into each well. Capillary tubes with food were replaced with fresh tubes every day. The volume of food consumed per day per fly

was measured for 4 days consecutively. Data for the first day were excluded when calculating the average consumption of food

per fly per day. Data were plotted as bar graphs using Origin software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Each bar represents mean

of the data points and the error bars represent SEM.

Dye feeding assay
Dye feeding assay was performed as previously described [65]. Briefly, freshly eclosedmale flies were collected and aged for 3 days.

They were starved for 24 hr and then transferred into vials with media containing 1.2% red dye (Chromotrope FB, Sigma), 1% agar

and 100mM sucrose. After 2 hr of feeding inside a dark chamber, intake of red dye was monitored from the abdominal lysates of flies

(n = 3) of 3 independent batches.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All bar graphs and line plots show means and standard error of means. In boxplots, horizontal lines in the box indicate median, box

limits are from 25th- 75th percentiles and individual data points are represented by open diamonds (unless otherwise specified in the

figure legends). All statistical tests were performed using Origin 8.0 software, the details of which are explained in individual figure

legends.
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